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About This Game

Spears 'n' Spades is an action platformer where you can change the weapon you attack with, each one different from the other.
Explore over 8 unique stages, each with new enemies, mechanics, bosses and secrets. However, you can only get hit twice

before you die.

The game has many secrets and shortcuts you can find to make your life easier. You can also find alternative paths in the levels;
however, some are more dangerous than the more obvious route.

You play as the knight Isabella Rosenschwarz, who must rescue her husband from King Nick, a demonic overlord who has
gathered an army of zombies and demons to stop her journey to the church he has occupied, as well as corrupt the land he now

rules.

Art and design by LeatherIceCream

Programming by LazyTomato and Madvertiz0r

Music by mudeth and Mixdown Media
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher
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spears n spades

Most idle style games are free, and for good reason. Their mechanics are generally simplistic, and often their art and sound are
subpar (if not almost offensively "retro").

Great Hero's Beard is the rare exception for the genre-it's of an unusually high quality in both art and sound, and is fairly
engaging. Rather than being able to leave the game alone for hours, coming back to reap the benefits of your AFK time, it
requires you to regularly (every couple minutes or so) come back to the game and recycle your gear or change stages.

While it doesn't reinvent the wheel with its moment-to-moment gameplay, it keeps things engaging with a very pleasant ambient
soundtrack and hand-drawn art and animation style. Trading in your loot (dropped by enemies) builds a meter that eventually
awards you either higher quality gear, or stat/skill points, making it more than just a tacked-on feature with no long-term value.

Your character's appearance will also reflect his current gear, which is a nice (and frankly, necessary) minor feature of the
game.

If there's really any complaint, it's that while every piece of gear has a unique name (Like "Poor Butcher's Cleaver" or "Infected
Priest's Barbed Hand Wraps", the names are for flavor only, and don't seem to reflect the quality of the gear, or any of the stat
boosts that you might get from them. All cleavers look the same, all tunics look the same, etc. While I understand the
practicality of that, it seems like needless flavor text that I generally ignore, and instead simply look at the stat lines before
recycling or equipping.

Also, since this is an idle game, it's not a "clicker"...clicking your mouse does nothing, and so you don't have to worry about
clicking like mad and dealing with finger cramps. As far as I'm concerned, this is a huge plus.

At its heart though, this is just a game about numbers getting bigger, and trying to make your numbers bigger than your
opponents' numbers. If you don't like idle-style games, you're probably not going to like this one.

But if you even SLIGHTLY enjoy them, this is worth buying, particularly on sale.. That's a good game! But I don't know how to
earn Trading Cards!. Very very beautiful (local and online) coop platform puzzler. One player is controlling Carly with a game
controller on the desktop screen and the other player is in VR as some kind of godlike creature building the way for Carly. The
puzzles tend to get really challenging towards the end, which is good (at least if you try to collect all fireflies, which we did), so
good teamwork (and brainwork) is essential. Next to no bugs and a good amount of playtime. Unrestricted recommendation,
BUY IT!!!. Really simple game, not much fun 2/5 stars.. Great soundtrack! If you enjoy the OSt while playing, you will
probably enjoy Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Soundtrack while doing other things.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME
Cool idea, has potential, but it's unfinished and abandoned.

Normally I hate writing reviews on games no matter what but here I go.

First time I saw this game, It reminded me of Overgrowth. Waited for a sale and bought it for 90% off. I bought the game along
with a few other games and forgot to play it. 4 or so months later, the game hadn't received any updates since I bought it.
Decided to give it a try.

Checked out the server list, It was empty even thought it was the active hours for europeans. Created my own server, dropped
me near a beach with no tutorials or anything that points you towards what is going on or what you're supposed to do. Walked a
few minutes towards a town, view distance and grass density really hurts your eyes after few steps, found out there is an
inventory and I have an axe and a pickaxe, got closer to town, skeletons, seems like I can take a few of them down, can't seem to
attack with left click, apparently you have to draw your tool\/weapon first, ended up dying after my first swing because the
game doesn't let you move while attacking. Waiting for respawn, awkwardly watching skeletons, for some reason you need to
press escape and click respawn to respawn, could have told me that before i waited 30 seconds for a respawn. Chopped some
wood, can't move while chopping wood, mined some stone and ores, can't move while mining. Ores seem to generate once per
stone pile, so you have to walk for a minute just to get to another ore vein. And you need a lot of ores to get the iron armor.

After wasting about 20 minutes doing this I gave up on this game and decided to not come back until the developer announced
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he is not dead.

Yes, many of you will think 20 minutes is not enough to judge a game but I do not think I can spend another minute in a game
that is really painful to play and completely empty multiplayer game.. Love the game from the start. In my head I cant stop
comparing it to Shank with a touch of story telling like in the Sin City movie. Good story and keeps me wanting to keep on
playing. It has some bugs and lacking little bit in the combat area, unless you use a controller. It is little annoying with full
inventory all the time. Love the artistic cartoon style graphics. All in all a thumbs up. I hope this game succeeds it is realy is a
gem. :). i had sex with my chickens

10 10 would make eggs again. Nice little puzzle game, has a bit of a learning curve, so if you're looking to shutyour brain off or
relax, this might not be for yoy, but if you're looking for a challenge and\/or have a decent level of chemistry knowledge, this
game is definatly for you.. This is, without question, the more boring of all of GDNomad's games (having played 99% of all of
them). The color is drab and monotonous, there is no atmosphere or ambiance to make it remotely creepy and it feels like a
regurigation of every other game the devs have created (to the point of posting actual callbacks to previous games). It isn't
frustratingly bad like Wooden House or My Bones because it is just so lazy and predictable. While I could say the price ($0.99
USD) says it all, I've played other games, for that price, that are MUCH better.

For a spoilers-heavy playthrough, see the link: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TiacG9izlYc&t=948s
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THANK YOU STEAM!!! YOU'RE THE BEST !!!!. In this game your main objective is to avoid Chris Hansen and his
Xenomorph crew.
Very interesting experience.. At the end of the day this DLC is really a mixed bag. The missons at their core are different takes
on four of the main games areas. This is a rather odd choice as it would have been nice to see new areas that reflect the whole
bio-hazard theme that links the chosen areas together as part of the over arching story that this DLC attempts to tell. While parts
of it are fun and even pay homage to a level from the game Metal Gear Solid V Phantom Pain. On the upside this DLC is now
included wwith the complete version of the first season of HITMAN and it does add about 2-4hrs of additional gameplay. So
just be warned that there is really nothing new here except for a bio-hazard like story and new targets to kill.. I love this game.
Many RPGs I play them once and after I win, I move on. Vagrant Hearts I will play again, because of the fun game play,
interesting storyline and to complete side missions I skipped the first go around.. I have had a break since I have been re-playing
through the Assassin's Creed series. I felt like a break was good because of how monotonous the layout seemed to get the more
and more you played the previous installments back to back.

I would say the break did me good, and coming back to this game, it was simply amazing. The controls felt a little more
responsive, but there is always difficulties, it seems. Edward seems to wonder sometimes and does not exactly follow what I'm
doing. But everything else about this game has blown me away. It is like they took the side quests of ship combat from
Assassin's Creed III and made it an entire game, along with the bonus of Connor's grandfather being a savage pirate assassin.

I absolutely enjoyed the Jackdaw. I will never get tired of coming back to this game, just to shoot down a few ships. The sea
shanties are easily my favorite aspect of the game, and makes me never want to fast travel. Edward's character ark, I loved. And
this game just felt so much more refreshing than the previous installments. I would say this is one of my favorite games of all
time, and I actually really enjoyed playing it.

One of my favorites so far! 9\/10. THIS REVIEW IS A WORK IN PROGRESS. I WILL UPDATE IT IF THE OTHER
EPISODES COME OUT. But if they dont this is getting a negative review. Sam Glyph is a an adventure game where we play as
Sam. He is a detective who is out of work but one day he gets a job offer he cant refuse. After that he is pulled back into the
game after a failed assasination attempt. So how is Sam Glyph ? I really like the first episode and its shows alot of promise for
the game but theres a bunch of negatives i want to talk about right now. The game has bugged achievements so if youre a
completionist just skip this one. But be carefull cause this game might be a scam. The devs of this game promised the next
episode to be huge as it was in development for almost a year now. The dev in october stated that the second episode would be
out before christmas. But the dev went silent for over 100 days and there is no updates for the game so i think this might be a
scam. To get this game just for the first episode is now worth it cause its only like 15 minutes long. Only get this if episode 2
comes out and youre interested in it. I give Sam Glyph Episode 1 a 5\/10

For more reviews follow Snort's Review curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. Join the
Hype once more! We're talking about a Worms game that belongs in Team17 Studios' 3D series, which I personally love! (Oh
boy! I can't forget how many hours I've spent with Worms 4: Mayhem). The game's mechanics are pretty simple, meaning that
you can Move/Scope/Shoot easily. The use of a Joypad is highly reccomended since it makes it a lot easier for you to play this
specific game. Well, the game's Single Player storyline is smooth and very funny, but what is more exciting and fun to play is
its Multiplayer! Moreover you have the option to customize and to create your own Weapons and of course the Worm's Outfits
and Style, which I find really good and interesting if I may say. Furthermore the game's goal is simple and that is what makes it
"easy" as I mentioned before. Obliterate the enemy team!.To sum up its a valid game to play if you want to relax and have
some fun, especially if you have your friends with. Finally I have to mention that there are many 2D Worms releases that are
also good and viable (For Example: Worms: Reloaded).

I give this game 8/10. Got the game in humble bundle. Game crashes on my rig. The ♥♥♥♥ing security for this♥♥♥♥♥♥title
is unreal. Its like 2 armed security guards for hallmark card shop. They asked from the cd key each time i loaded up the game.
WHY? nobody cares, and you would be lucky to have anyone play it since its wasnt ported over correctly.. The Good:
Aesthetically, it is the best implementation of the game in VR.
It makes good use of VR and Vr really adds to the experience.
It has real potential if issues are addressed.

Things that I would like to see (and the bad)
There seems to be no real challenge. What is there is fine for a sort of 'zen' mode and should be kept for that.
But it needs a harder mode with a timer - so you have a bit a of panic when up against the clock.
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When you have no more moves, the tiles are automatically shuffled - why? Isn't the the very idea of the game to think a strategy
to avoid this and to take the correct tiles to solve the puzzle. Obviously, the stages would have to be worked out so that it is the
players fault (rather than the game's) if you get the tiles locked.
The one thing that made it totally unplayable for me is when I found out that if you click a tile, the matching tile (if there is one)
is highlighted. This removes the very last bit of challenge. All you really need to do is randomly click on tiles and let the game
tell you where the matching tile is.

Please put me right if I have any of this wrong (and I will change the review) - or if there is an option I missed somewhere. I
could not find one.

So, these issues make it pretty unplayable for me - I did not refund, as I want to support the development of the game and hope
to see these issues addressed in a patch. If they are, I will change my negative into a positive and this will be then well worth the
price being asked.

My advice, hold up until it some of these gameplay issues are patched.
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